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Introduction
Correcting delays caused by the neutral atmosphere is crucial for deriving high precision Satellite
Laser Ranging (SLR) products. The current model recommended by the IERS Conventions 2010
(Petit & Luzum, 2010) for correcting these delays is computed by calculating the Zenith Total
Delay (ZTD) following Mendes & Pavlis (2004) and the Mapping Function (MF) as stated in
Mendes et al. (2002). For further advancing the accuracy level of SLR products, a new model
implying vertical information of the neutral atmosphere and with the capability to account for
azimuthal asymmetries is needed.
TU Wien is now working on new Mapping Functions incorporating the above-mentioned
requirements. The Vienna Mapping Functions 3 – optical (VMF3o) are developed following the
successful VMF3 for microwave techniques (Landskron & Böhm, 2018). The MF coefficients
are estimated from ray-traced delays using numerical weather model data. So far, preliminary
results are available and first tests have been carried out.
Optical ray-tracing with RADIATE
RADIATE (Hofmeister & Böhm, 2017) is a ray-tracing software developed at TU Wien and is
part of the Vienna VLBI and Satellite Software VieVS (Böhm et al., 2018). The software
computes ray-traced delays for any user-defined station (or grid point) and any specified azimuth
and elevation angle based on Numerical Weather Models (NWM) from the European Centre for
Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF). The software uses a refined piecewise-linear raytracing approach. Thus, the vertical resolution of the input data is increased by interpolation using
height dependent increments (see Table 1).
Interval [km]
Increments [m]

0–2
10

Vertical interpolation levels
2–6
6 – 16
20
50

16 – 36
100

36 – 84
500

Table 1: Increments for interpolating NWM data. The closer the interval to the Earth surface, the smaller the
interpolation increments.

In order to derive mapping factors for optical delays, a new module for ray-tracing at optical
frequencies was implemented. Therefore, a 3D refractivity field is computed by evaluating the
Mendes & Pavlis (2004) equations for hydrostatic refractivity 𝑁" (1) and non-hydrostatic or wet
refractivity 𝑁# (2) at every interpolation level.
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To test the effects of different wavelengths, two sets of ray-traced delays were computed using a
wavelength of 532 nm and 1064 nm. Comparing these two sets, the differences in the resulting
mapping factors at 15° elevation angle are negligible. Even at 5° elevation angle, the differences
are small compared to the variations over different azimuth angles, causing variation in STD
below centimetre-level. Thus, the wavelength used for ray-tracing is fixed to 532 nm.
Estimating coefficients of VMF3o
The model parameters of VMF3o include the coefficients 𝑎" , 𝑏" , and 𝑐" of the hydrostatic MF,
as well as 𝑎# , 𝑏# , and 𝑐# of the wet MF, both given as continuous fraction function. For
estimating 𝑏 and 𝑐 coefficients, monthly mean NWM data of the years 2001 to 2010 was used.
The ray-traced delays were calculated on a global grid with a resolution of 5° x 5°, for eight
different azimuth and four different elevation angles per grid point. The MF coefficients were
then estimated in a least squares adjustment assuming horizontal symmetry. Eventually, the
resulting time series of 𝑏 and 𝑐 coefficients at every grid point were approximated by spherical
harmonics (SH) expanded up to degree and order 12 with annual and semi-annual signals.
In contrast to 𝑏 and 𝑐 coefficients, which comprise only long-term variations of the atmosphere,
𝑎 coefficients are estimated every 6h. Ray-traced delays are computed on a 1° x 1° grid at 5°
elevation angle. The coefficients are then calculated by inverting the MF. The results, meaning
𝑎" , 𝑎# , as well as Zenith Hydrostatic Delay (ZHD) and Zenith Wet Delay (ZWD) derived from
ray-tracing, are saved and published in so-called VMF3o-files with each file containing grid-data
for one epoch.
First tests and results
First tests were carried out using data for the year 2005 and observations to LAGEOS-1 and
LAGEOS-2 satellites. The processing was carried out with the Bernese GNSS Software, version
5.3 dedicated for laser observation processing. The 𝑏 and 𝑐 coefficients, depending on time and
station location, were calculated by evaluating the SH expansion. The 𝑎 coefficients for each
observation were imported from the VMF3o-files of the closest two epochs and then interpolated
in time and space. Finally, a height reduction following Niell (1996) was applied.
For purposes of comparison and validation, three different sets of solutions were produced, each
with a different approach to correct for the tropospheric delay:
•

‘MP’: This is the standard solution where the correction was calculated following Mendes &
Pavlis (2004) for zenith delays and Mendes et al. (2002) for the MF. In the following, it will
serve as the reference solution.

•

‘VMF3o’: For this solution, the VMF3o coefficients were used to calculate the hydrostatic
and wet MF. ZHD and ZWD again were calculated following Mendes & Pavlis (2004),
because the standard equations are considered to yield very accurate results, especially for
the ZHD, using the meteorological data log from the site.

•

‘VMF3ow’: The last solution is identical to VMF3o except for the ZWD. Instead of using the
standard equation, the ZWD derived from ray-tracing is used to test the effect of the
additional vertical information.

To get a first idea of the impact of the new MF coefficients, the time series of slant delays for
each solution type were produced and compared. Generally, the differences of VMF3o and
VMF3ow compared to MP are rather small at 20° elevation angle. At station 7839 (Graz), for
example, MP minus VMF3o yields values between 0 mm and -3 mm indicating systematically
larger STDs for the VMF3o solution (see Fig. 1, left). The differences MP minus VMF3ow at
station 7839 range from -4 mm to +3 mm with much higher short-term variations resulting from
the differences in ZWDs (see Fig. 1, right).

Fig. 1: Differences of Slant Total Delay (STD) at 20° elevation angle for the station 7839.
Left: solution MP minus VMF3o; right: solution MP minus VMF3ow.

Fig. 2: Differences of the corrections in the vertical component (∆UP) of the weekly solutions for the station 7839.
Negative values in red, positive values in blue/turquoise.
Left: solution MP minus VMF3o; right: solution MP minus VMF3ow.

When looking at the station coordinate repeatability, especially the corrections in the vertical
component ∆𝑈𝑃 of the weekly solutions seem to be systematically affected. Again, station 7839
serves as example. Comparing VMF3o to the reference solution results in a positive bias of the
differences of ∆𝑈𝑃 (see Fig. 2, left) meaning that the corrections of this solution are generally

smaller. The differences of MP minus VMF3ow seem to follow an annual signal, which would be
interesting for further investigations (see Fig. 2, right).
To get an idea of the accuracy of VMF3o the observation residuals were analyzed. Thus, the
mean value of absolute observation residuals (MAR) was formed for every solution, respectively.
Additionally, the observations were subdivided into 7 bins of elevation angles and the MAR
calculated for each bin. When comparing these values, it becomes clear that VMF3o and even
more so VMF3ow reduce the residuals especially at low elevation angles. Looking at the total
MAR the VMF3o solution reduces the residuals at about half of the stations compared to the MP
solution, whereas VMF3ow reduces the residuals at nearly two-thirds of the stations. These
results suggest that aside from the notable effects of the new MF coefficients, the additional
vertical information in ZWD derived from ray-tracing further improves SLR observation
residuals.
Conclusion
The results of the first tests are very promising and VMF3o shows great potential to further
advance the accuracy level of SLR observations and products. At the moment, grid interpolation
and height extrapolation are considered a major error source in the current model. Thus, the next
step is to perform the ray-tracing station-wise and provide MF coefficients for each SLR station.
We expect this to introduce a significant improvement of the results. Additionally, the effect of
using ZWDs derived from ray-traced delays will be further investigated. The final version of
VMF3o will also include horizontal gradients to account for atmospheric asymmetries.
Preliminary VMF3o-files including 𝑎 coefficients, zenith delays, and in near future also
horizontal gradients can be downloaded at the following link:
vmf.geo.tuwien.ac.at/trop_products/SLR_prelim/
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